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Stock Part Request 

United Auto Supply Home Page 

Go to internet log-in (lower right hand corner) 

Type in your log-in and password 

Go to inventory quest 

Fill out form 

Submit 

Done 

Stock Orders 

12.1.1, enter authorization code 

Enter customer number 

Use customer stock order location 

Y means coming out of location 2 (Syracuse) 

N for coming out of your location 
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Picking Orders 
  
In gun menu, hit “1” for orders 
Gun will ask for pick plan, hit “HS” for Hot Shot 
Then your code 
Then gun will ask for pick zone, which is always 1  
You can also log into each pick plan 
  
Pick Plan 
  
Pick 
Plan 

Pick 
Zone 

HS 1 
XF XF 
HST HST 
STK STK 
RPS RPS 
PO PO 

  

You can also assign the above pick plans to a certain user 
On the grid you will hit “A” to assign, choose the sequence number and put 
the user number of the person you are assigning to.  
(In the gun hit “O” (not zero) to accept) 
Product Inquiry 
In gun menu “4” then menu “3” 
You will put your user code in 
Scan a part and it will give you information of the part 
Such as UPC number line code, part number, and where it goes  
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Inventory 

To get an inventory batch number 
In the Universe system menu 4.16.4.1 to build a batch  
Building batch 
Hit enter through save list 
Your location number 
Your line or lines (ex. D14) 
Your category number if one (ex. CAT 13 and or CAT 3 for Durastop Pads) 
To put multiple entries use the “;” this is for the line codes or category 
Hit enter through the rest until it asks for authorization code 
Then you will hit “B” to build batch 
Then that will give you the batch number (ex. Your batch is: 38241 enter (0) 
 
*Note: If needing to adjust batch type “A” for adjust. Type in sequence 
number (Ex. 4) and enter new quantity. 

To Scan with the Gun 

In the scan gun menu “4” then, menu 1 then, batch number, then your code, 
then “N” for displaying warnings 
You will scan the first shelf; it will ask if you want to make that shelf primary 
or secondary 
Then you will scan every part that has to do with that line code on that shelf 
When you finish that shelf to move to the next shelf, you will hit “N” for new 
shelf 
Then you will continue the same process for every shelf after that 
When finished scanning check you batch 
To check batch you will go back to the Universe  
Use menu’s 4.16.4.4 
Put your location number in 
Choose the sequence number of the batch you want to review 
It will ask for your code 
Then it will ask ((Z)ero or (I)gnore Uncounted Parts) you will choose “Z” 
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Then it will ask (Enter Cost Field (1-5) to calculate change dollars) you will 
choose “5” for cost field 
Then your batch will come up with all your discrepancies 
 
*Note: To quick scan: when in the scan gun type “.” (period button) then 
scan part number. The quantity prompt now flashes asking for an amount. 

IF THE GUN FREEZES push the blue button then zero and type in DCS for 
password. Log back in the gun 

 How to make a label 

Menu 4.16.5.1 
Enter through the first line 
Enter location # 
Enter line code (ex. A1C) 
Enter through until it asks for part # 
Enter part # as it appears on the scan gun 
It will ask how many labels to make 
Put a “0” (Zero) in the line asking for the UPC field 
Label will print to label printer and scan label to proceed 

The Scan Ledger 

In the Universe system you will push F9 from any main menu  
Put in your part number  
You will push “L” for ledger for your location 
When you are in the ledger screen, you will push the “S” button for the scan 
ledger 
This will tell you every part that was scanned in and out of your system 
This is an example of the scan ledger 

               QuickCollect WMS Part Number Scan Ledger 
PAGE   1           BIN/                           ORD  SCN 
SOURCE DOCUMENT    TOTE     DATE    TIME     SCAN QTY  QTY  EMPLOYEE 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
XF-R                  99965        BF04D  04/13/11 11:12:07   Y     1    1  DANIEL SILKWORTH 
PICK                  7-50552     007001  04/11/11 08:51:40   Y     1    1  RONALD HULL, JR. 
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PICK                  7-50552      BF04D  04/11/11 08:51:37  Y     1    1  RONALD HULL, JR. 
XF-R                  84591        BF04D  02/21/11 11:21:51   Y     1    1  ROBERT BROOKS 
PICK                  7-44709     007002  02/16/11 13:55:39   Y     1    1  ROBERT BROOKS 
PICK                  7-44709      BF04D  02/16/11 13:55:34  Y     1    1  ROBERT BROOKS 
INVTY                                  BF04D  01/13/11 17:40:59  Y     1    1  JOSEPH COLWELL 

This shows what kind of scan it was as in (inventory, picking, and receiving) 
The shelf or tote this item was scanned to, and the date and time it was 
scanned 
The quantity of this part that was scanned and who scanned the part 

Receiving ASN’s with DCS 

Corporate will supply you with the ASN number. 

Start at the Quickcollect menu. 

Enter selection: (3)  P/O Receiving 

(Return  / Enter) 

Authorization: (####) 

(Enter) 

Load P/O’s Y/N:  (Y) yes 

Use ASN Y/N:  (Y) yes 

Enter ASN number  (##########) 

(F1) 

Scan part  

Scan bin 

Etc. 

**Note: When receiving ASN’s you need to scan the shelf in a timely 

fashion after scanning the part. As soon as you scan a part it locks the 

system waiting to update the proper shelf. If you leave the gun idle it can 

lock up the entire system!!!!  

(F1) To complete 

(Enter)  to quit 

Receiving Stock and X-Dock Transfers 
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How to find the transfer number: 

Pick any part number from the stock you have received. 

(F9) Part inquiry 

Authorization: (####) 

(ENTER) 

Enter part number (########)   

Choose correct line code if required 

(ENTER)  

(ENTER) 

(D) Detail 

(ENTER) 

Location (#) 

(ENTER) 

At the bottom of the screen you will see under PO #  TX******  

****** is your transfer number. 

(ENTER) 

(F1)  (F1)  (F1) To exit 

 

 

Receiving Stock with DCS 
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Start at the Quickcollect menu. 

Enter selection: (2) Order Verify 

 (Return / Enter)  

Authorization (####) 

(Enter) 

Scan ticket:  (#####) Enter your transfer number found in parts inquiry. 

(Enter) 

Start scanning …… 

Scan the part, scan the bin…… 

When all parts have been scanned …… 

Scan “END”  

Note: If parts are missing the will display. 

Double check you shelves before claiming any shortages or overages. 

Scan “END” 

(P) Process 

(Y) To continue 

Authorization (####) 

(Enter) 

(F1) to exit 

Processing Returns 

Overstock- 
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Overstock transfers are computer generated transfers from loc 2 Syracuse calling back product that the 

store is either over on or parts we should not stock in our location. Paperwork for Overstock transfers 

print on the printer and will pop into the picking grid in the computer.   When you see this happen you 

will assign the transfer to a gun and follow the directions in the gun to pull all parts.  When the transfer 

is complete in the gun, you will put all the parts in a black bin with the transfer paperwork and send 

back to loc 2. 

Defective transfers- 

Defective transfers work similarly to overstock.  When you issue a defective credit for a part to a 

customer, the next morning a transfer will be in the grid calling for the defective parts you credited to go 

to loc 2. This is an automated computer generated transfer.  You will need to reprint the transfer. (see 

how to do a transfer reprint section).  You will need to assign the transfer to the gun and pick the parts 

with the gun.  You will send the defective transfer paperwork with the parts to loc 2 in a black bin. 

Core transfers- 

Core transfers work almost identical to defect transfers except for the battery cores.  All the cores that 

were credited to customers the day before will need to go back to loc 2 the next day on a core transfer.  

you will first need to reprint the transfer.   You will then assign this transfer to your gun and scan all the 

cores it is calling for.  All battery cores go in a battery core bin. You will not need to send battery cores 

with the core paperwork.  When you get to the BC in the gun you will scan BC barcode as though you are 

sending them.   When you get a full pallet of BC's, you will wrap it up with shrink wrap and send to loc 2 

on the next truck.  When you are finished with the core transfer in your gun, send the parts and 

paperwork to loc 2 in a black bin. 

New return transfer- 

All the new returns that were credited to your customers will need to be sent back to loc 2 as well.  This 

works slightly different than the other transfers.   Some of the parts will be zeroed on the transfer 

paperwork.  Those parts need to go back on your shelf.  You will also need to zero the parts in the gun so 

it correlates with the paperwork.  You will only send the parts the paperwork is calling for.  This is very 

important because if you send a part that was zeroed, you are essentially shorting the part in your store 

and the part will not be there when you sell it. You will first reprint the transfer paperwork.  You will 

assign the transfer to your gun and scan only the parts the transfer wants you to send to loc 2.  You will 

send the parts with the transfer paperwork. 
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How to Find a Bin Location 
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How to Find a Bin Location Continued 

F9 – parts inquiry 

Authorization code 

Part number 

“C”, enter 

Store Location number 

Location shows up in upper right hand corner 

 

Store Maintenance 

Store front should be clean of debris. That includes ice and snow.  

Windows should be washed and floors swept frequently.  

If there isn’t a rug service in your location, the rugs need to be vacuumed.  

Bathrooms are to be kept clean, swept, and mopped.  

Break area is to be picked up; if you empty it you take care of it. 

 Garbage is to be emptied regularly.  

Vans need to stay clean inside and out. Stock room shelves should be neat 

and clean. 
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How to Create an ASN 
1. Figure out if your ASN needs to be made manually or retrieved from GCommerce.  

 

How to Retrieve a GCommerce ASN 

1. Go to menu 14 
2. Go to option 5 
3. Enter at authorization prompt 
4. Enter down to line 3 for Vendor prompt and enter your vendor 

5. Enter down to line 4 for reference number and enter your PO# 

6. Enter down to line 5 for ASN posting status and change to A 

7. Enter down to line 8 for part number and enter your part number with the line code 

8. Enter to the bottom of the screen 

9. Type P to proceed 

10. Find your shipment by looking for your PO# or ASN# or total pieces on ASN 

11. Type in the line # that you want to look at 

12. Locate you ASN number on this screen based on if we use the ASN Number, Bill Of Lading, or Packing Slip. 

13. Make sure that your ASN says that it is posted in the top right corner of the screen (shows date) 

a. If it says no you must figure out why then fix it before the ASN can be used 

 

How to Create a Manual ASN 

1. Go to Menu 4.16.3.11 
2. Enter your Authorization# 
3. Enter the location # 
4. Enter the PO# 

5. Enter 

6. 0 Enter to proceed 

7. Go to the lines that you want to receive and put the qty on the packing slip 

a. If you are looking for a specific part# on the PO, you can type the line code and part# at change which 

line and it will take you right there 

8. If you are receiving the entire PO you can do A* 

9. When you are done, press 0 enter to Process 

10. If your ASN is complete press Y 

11. Write down your ASN# on the packing slip 

12. If there are more Pos to attach to this ASN answer Y and repeat the steps above for all of the attached Pos 

13. If there are no more Pos to attach to this ASN answer N 
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HOW TO CHECK YOUR STORES NEGATIVE INVENTORY REPORT 

1. FROM UNIVERSES MAIN PAGE TYPE 3 FOR “INVENTORY CONTROL” AND 

HIT ENTER.
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2. FROM THE “INVENTORY CONTROL” SCREEN TYPE 7 FOR “NEGATIVE 

INVENTORY CONTROL” AND HIT ENTER.
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3. FROM THE “NEGATIVE INVENTORY CONTROL” SCREEN TYPE 3 FOR 

“NEGATIVE INVENTORY REPORT (TO SCREEN)” AND HIT ENTER.

 
 

 

4. TYPE IN YOUR AUTHORIZATION CODE AND HIT ENTER

 
 

5. IT WILL ASK YOU IF YOU STILL WANT TO PROCEED, TYPE Y FOR YES AND 

HIT ENTER

 
6. TYPE IN YOUR LOCATION # ON THE FIRST LINE, THEN HIT ENTER 10 TIMES. 

THE 10TH TIME IT WILL GENERATE THE NEGATIVE REPORT. IN THIS CASE 
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LOCATION 19 HAS NO NEGATIVE REPORT.
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7. IF YOU ARE ON THE NEGATIVE REPORT IT WILL BRING YOU TO THIS 

WINDOW. IT WILL SHOW YOU THE PART # YOU ARE IN THE NEGATIVE 

FOR, AND HOW MANY YOU ARE MISSING.

 

 

***IMPORTANT*** 

IT IS EVERY MANAGERS JOB TO LOOK UP YOUR NEGATIVE 

REPORT EVERYDAY BEFORE CLOSING AND TAKE CORRECTIVE 

MEASURES TO FIX YOUR NEGATIVE. REFUSING TO DO SO CAN 

RESULT IN LOSS OF PART OF YOUR BONUS. 
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